ESTT – TSTRANSCO - Change of control of Quality Control Wing from CE/IT&QC to the direct control of JMD (Finance, Comml.& HRD) duly re-designating the posts of SE/QC as SE/QC&QA and CE/IT&QC as CE/IT – Orders – Issued.

(PERSONNEL SERVICES)


Read the following:

1) T.O.O.(CGM-HRD), Ms.No.147, Dt.06.08.2015
2) T.O.O.(Per-CGM/HRD).Ms.No.91, Dated:12.06.2017
3) Memo.No.JMD(Fin,Comml..HRD&Vig)/MRT(Vig&Tech)/D.No.195/17, dt.27.12.2017

O R D E R :

After careful consideration, TSTRANSCO hereby orders that the Quality Control Wing headed by SE/Quality Control (QC) along with the divisions viz., DE/Quality Control and DE/Quality Assurance, hitherto under CE/IT&QC/Vidyutsoudha, shall function hereafter under the direct control of JMD (Finance, Comml.&HRD) for better monitoring of works.

2. The posts of SE/QC and CE/IT&QC shall be redesignated as SE/QC&QA and CE/IT respectively.

3. Accordingly, the SE/QC&QA is directed to report to JMD (Finance, Comml.& HRD).

D. PRABHAKAR RAO
CHAIRMAN & MANAGING DIRECTOR

To
The CE/IT&QC, TSTransco, Vidyutsoudha, Hyderabad
The SE/QC, TSTransco, Vidyutsoudha, Hyderabad

Copy to the:-
All HODs
PS to CMD/TSTransco, VS, Hyderabad
PS to JMD (Finance ,Comml., & HRD), TS Transco, VS, Hyderabad
DE/Tech to Director(Transmission ), TS Transco, VS, Hyd
DE/Tech to Director(Projects), TS Transco, VS, Hyderabad
ADE/Tech to Director(Lift Irrigation), TS Transco, VS, Hyd
PS to Director(Grid Operations), TS Transco, VS, Hyderabad
DE/MRT Vigilance &Tech//DE/Quality Control//DE/Quality Assurance
CGM (HRD)\\SE(HR)\\DS(HRD)\\AS(HRD-I)\\AS(HRD-II)
CRS//Stock File//Spare.
C.No.CGM(HRD/MPP1/150/change of control/2019

//FORWARDED::BY ORDER//

ASST. DIVISIONAL ENGINEER

Energy Saved Is Energy Produced
Electricity Saved Is Electricity Produced